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Human beings necessarily depend on o
ne another, as in You can't manage this
all by yourself; no man is an island. This
expression is a quotation from
John Donne's Devotions (1624): “No m
an is an Island, entire of it self;
every man is a piece of the Continent, a
part of the main.”

Government and state agencies
• Collaboration amongst stakeholders
• Educate the parliamentarians:
• have sessions about SDGS for parliamentarians
• budgetary implications, collaboration with MoFT
• awareness for political parties

• Enlighten the judiciary
• Activate the independent institutions and watch dogs…
• Strengthen the administrative data and information systems
• Data and information sharing

Private Sector
• Started with the State Own enterprises (SoEs)
• Identify ‘Partners for the Global Goals’
• More than just CSR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating the Global Goals in to the company’s strategies and business plans
Awareness sessions to staff
Utilizing company provinces to display SDGs related material
Utilizing company billboards and airtime for SDGs promotion
Data and information sharing
Sharing resources and expertise

• Regulatory issues was a concern
• Expand the initiative to the tourism industry

Civil Society
• Some NGOs already working towards SDGs
• NGO forum
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce SDGs to the civil society
Identify how they can be engaged to reach the targets
MoU with NGOs who wants to work towards specific targets with identifies work plan
Small or big, near or far, engage as much as possible
Encourage civil society to seek resources for their efforts

• Networking and outreach
• Empowering the civil society
• Provide training and skill development : Financial management, PR,Strategic planning, Mobilizing
volunteers, etc

• Opportunities to participate in regional and international forums
• Facilitate to mobilize resources for their work

Media
• Meetings with the media
• Partnership with the Public Service Broadcaster (PSM)
•
•
•
•
•

More than just reports and news
Special programs developed for SDGs
Using all media : TV, Radio, social Media etc
Embed SDGs into program development and enhance the development desk
Assistance in developing awareness martial

• Workshop for journalists on SDGs and reporting
• Capacity Building
• Build capacity of journalists to report development issues
• Enterprising data and information
• Opportunities for exposure
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